
1. Background 

1. The Culture, Communications, Welsh Language, Sport, and International Relations 

Committee and the Children, Young People and Education Committee are conducting a 

joint inquiry into the Welsh in Education Strategic Plans (WESPs) to examine whether they 

are producing the intended benefits. 

2. The Committee is examining how the statutory framework that was established to promote 

the planning and development of Welsh-medium education is working. 

3. To support the Committee’s work, the Engagement Team held a focus group with a number 

of individuals representing local WESP forums. 

 

2. Participants and Methodology 

4. The session was held online (on Microsoft Teams) to allow participants from all over the 

country to take part. 

5. The key aims of the focus group included understanding the level of input and influence that 

the forums have on the development of the WESPs. 

6. The focus group included participants from Powys, Conwy, Wrexham and Blaenau Gwent. 

7.  The participants were asked the questions listed below as a means of stimulating discussion 

and ascertaining the details. 
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3. Main themes 

8. During the discussion, a few key themes emerged. These included: 

• There are too many different local forums. 

• There is an emphasis on primary education, and insufficient emphasis on secondary 

education. 

• There is insufficient understanding at a political level. 

• Things do not change quickly enough.  

 

4. Questions and Quotes: 

Question 1:  

What level of input and influence do the forums have on the 
development of the WESPs, and what kind of information do they 
use, such as data, qualitative evidence, etc? 

9.  There was a lot of discussion regarding the number of forums, with all participants agreeing 

that there are too many forums and not enough action. 

 

There are a number of smaller forums that feed into the WESP forum. The 
forums provide opportunities for individuals on the strategic side to work 
closely with those in the classroom. It is fair to say that there is a feeling that 
there are too many forums. 

 

The forum meets every half term and includes county officials / school 
headteachers, and so on. Historically, Powys has not had the best record in 
terms of Welsh education, and in truth, I'm still not sure what kind of 
influence the forums are having. 
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I'm not sure whether the balance between these bodies is right. The 
narrative in respect of the primary age cohort etc is very good, but I'm not 
sure whether the narrative with the secondary age cohort is as good. There 
needs to be a better balance. There are too many forums and perhaps not 
enough action. 

 

There is the full WESP forum and many sub-forums. The meeting schedule 
can become heavy, and it can be frustrating when some organisations don't 
turn up and don't provide enough input.  

 

In Denbighshire, there is a bit of an 'identity crisis', and there are certainly too 
many forums. Unfortunately, the term 'language forum' is misused at a 
national and local level. I was trying to obtain guidance from Welsh 
Government officials during the COVID period, and everyone was in 
agreement that the forums needed to be restructured, but there is still a lot 
of work to do. In my opinion, there needs to be a WESP strategic umbrella 
group. 

 

Question 2:  

How does the local authority relate to, and engage with, the forums, 
and how can this be improved? 

10. A few participants stated clearly that good work is being done in certain parts of Wales, and 

that there were possibilities in terms of sharing best practice.  

11. There was also some concern that the right participants were not taking part in the forums.  

The four authorities here work closely together. I serve on different forums, 
and I attend a language forum. This all feeds into the WESP. 

 

We need more input from the education side. There is a community officer 
who serves on the language forum, but that's it. The councillors often sit on 
school boards as well, and it is extremely important that they understand the 
importance of the work. They are there to challenge and collaborate with 
head teachers; there are a number of different tiers, but councillors are an 
integral part of that.  

 

We are looking at Angelsey / Carmarthen, which are doing things in a much 
more strategic fashion. I am not sure whether the right representatives are 
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serving on the language forums, but this situation will not change until 
people recognise the value of the language forums.  

There is a grave misunderstanding around the perception that children who 
attend English-medium schools are bilingual. That is not true, and people 
out in the community (parents) do not understand this. 

 

There are too many forums, and we need to keep track of this. The local 
authority does listen, but in truth, I'm not sure how much. In terms of the 
WESP forum, there is a team of education officers who are very supportive. 
The problem is a political one. The people who have the power to make a 
difference do not have the understanding. That is the weakness, and that is 
the challenge. The level of understanding is pretty pathetic, to be honest. 

 

 

Question 3:  

What is the forums’ role in terms of monitoring and ensuring 
accountability as the plan is being implemented? 

12. Many of the participants agreed that things were moving very slowly and that, in some 

areas, things had not changed for a long time.  

13. Everyone was supportive of the role of the forums, but they were also concerned about the 

ways in which the strategy was being implemented. 

In terms of accountability, the short term is one thing. My general concern 
with the WESPs is that nothing much has changed. The current WESP is 
virtually the same, sentence for sentence, as the WESP of a decade ago. We 
must ensure that it is more than just a series of words on a piece of paper.  

 

There is concern about the capacity of some organisations to participate in a 
number of different committees, but it is important to have that input. There 
is a real need to think about who in the community is talking to young 
parents and giving them advice. 

 

There is scope for everyone to provide challenge and move things forward. It 
is true that not much has changed for a number of years. Things are moving, 
but the education department has to drive the agenda. Things like 
budgetary needs, risk assessments etc have to be raised more quickly. Are 
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the budgets sitting in the right areas? There is a need to tighten up the 
monitoring process, and a need to impose more order.  

 

There is a need to target nursery schools in the first phase. Our WESP states 
that parents are avoiding Welsh-medium education due to concerns about 
secondary education. We are losing parents and children because of their 
long-term concerns. 97% / 98% of parents have no Welsh. It's great that they 
want to send their children to a Welsh primary school, but action needs to be 
taken. It is true that the WESP is very similar to the WESP of a decade ago. 

 

There is no point in having a good strategy on paper if it is not implemented. 

 

 

Question 4 

In your opinion, how can the role of the forums be improved in order 
to ensure the quality and standard of the strategic plans? 

14. Again, it was clear that participants were frustrated about the excessive number of forums. 

There were also extensive discussions regarding the role of local councillors in the process, 

with a few participants emphasising the need for greater clarity from local authorities 

regarding their strategic pathways. 

15. Many agreed that it was necessary to ensure that the forums were attended by the right 

people / organisations. 

16.  Everyone agreed that having a 10-year plan was positive. 

 

I feel that there are too many sub-committees feeding into the main forum. 
In the past, the work of these sub-committees was being undertaken in vain 
– a lot of work was being done, but it was not being fed into the main forum. 
There is a need to make the best use of the efforts of partners.  

 

Councillors were offered a language session, but the session was cancelled 
because there was no take up. There is no doubt whatsoever that councillors 
should be compelled to attend these sessions. 
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One of the things with the WESP is that there is a need to strengthen the 
implementation schedule and avoid leaving things open-ended. We need a 
clear timetable for implementation. The WESP does not carry the same 
power within the council's structures. Changing that situation would make it 
easier to keep the pressure on the cabinet.  

 

Councillors receive training on all sorts of things, but they have no training 
whatsoever on language awareness. This is a national flaw. Every county 
councillor should be compelled to attend a language awareness workshop. 
That is the way to move things forward. 

 

The status of the Welsh language needs to be raised at all levels, including 
among governors. Regarding the forums, I'm pleased that this is now a 10-
year plan instead of a three-year plan. Our intention is to have a system of 
rotation on the forum. There is a tendency to give opportunities to the same 
headteachers. Headteachers have their own work to do. There is a need to 
obtain input from the other heads.  

 

The same headteachers attend most of the Welsh sessions. As a school, we 
cannot contribute much more. We need to be more holistic, and we need 
more support. If we are to ensure a million Welsh speakers by 2050, we need 
to shape up or we will be left behind. A 10-year plan will provide a little more 
scope for preparation. 

 

We need to ensure that our input, as a Menter Iaith, is acknowledged in 
some way by the Welsh Government. This is certainly the case in respect of 
the strategic work that we could do, but we don’t have any time. We are the 
ones who really know the people and understand the differences within 
communities. There is no 'measurement' available. The Menter, and other 
groups like us, require some recognition (perhaps financial) from the 
Government in order to add more to the process.  

 

I feel that we need a clear direction. We should challenge the county 
councils if the strategic pathways are not clear. The role of schools is to 
provide education. At the moment, there is pressure on schools to create 
demand, which is unfair. It is the role of strategic work to create demand, 
and this must improve. 
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Question 5 

What are the main challenges in developing strategic plans locally – 
e.g. what are the obstacles, and is there a lack of vision or political 
will? 

17. An emphasis was placed on the fact that things are working well in primary education, but 

that a lack of vision is causing problems in secondary education. There was also a debate 

about the meaning of the terms ‘bilingual’ and ‘dual stream’, especially given that this can 

cause confusion among parents. 

18.  Concerns were voiced about the fact that transport policies in some areas were causing 

children to miss out on Welsh education. In addition, concerns were also expressed 

regarding what the main objective of a WESP really was – a reflection of what needs to 

happen to support the language, or just a political lever in a given area. 

 

A fundamental question for me is whether the WESP is a reflection of what is 
happening in respect of the Welsh language, or whether it is a solution to 
the political reality of an area.  If Welsh is to come first, the solution is that we 
need a new Welsh secondary school in Powys. Politically, however, many will 
question whether this is the right solution for the area. What is the starting 
point? That is the question. In my opinion, the political side is being 
prioritised. 

 

I don't see a vision in Powys. There is major growth here in terms of 
cylchoedd meithrin and nursery schools, but there are serious problems 
when large groups of pupils move on to an English school and lose the 
Welsh language. Alternatively, they move on to a dual-stream school (which 
is what's available in North Powys) and still don't enjoy the same level of 
Welshness at school. 

 

It is clear that we need a system in place that focuses on the Welsh 
language, rather than politics. The WESP talks of improving access for all key 
stages. Well, that's not the case. We need to look to the future, and we need 
to do so quickly. 

 

Secondary education is also a problem in Conwy. We need to ensure – and 
I'm sure that this is a problem all over Wales – that if we are increasing 
primary provision, we are also undertaking forward planning in respect of 
secondary provision. Forward planning must be undertaken carefully. There 
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are also staffing issues within secondary schools, and I believe that this is a 
national problem.  

 

The attitude and desire of council leaders is very important. We have 
suffered in the past from a lack of desire to see developments in the Welsh 
language. There has been a positive change recently in terms of leadership, 
but there is a lot of time to make up. 

 

In Wrexham, the council does not pay for transport. As a result, Morgan 
Llwyd has lost numbers because local colleges can pay transport costs. I am 
unsure as to why this is happening, because it runs counter to the standards. 
In Flint, numbers have not increased for 20 years, so we have to ask why that 
is the case. Is there enough of a vision? Is there enough ambition? 

 

One challenge / discussion for us is the misinterpretation of the terms 
‘bilingual’ and ‘dual stream’. This causes problems with parents, and it is an 
issue that needs to be addressed at a national level.  

In an area like ours, which has one Welsh school, transport policy can force a 
child to go to another school. The transport policy does not address the 
education of the child as a whole, as Welsh education stops in Year 10.  

 

The amount of Welsh that is available in the dual-stream school is ultimately 
a cause for concern regarding the overall growth of the Welsh language. 
What is happening is that category 1 primary schools are sending their 
children to the English stream, or are not being encouraged to choose the 
Welsh stream because the choice of subjects is lacking. The picture is varied 
and complex.   

 

 


